Mathematica Enterprise Edition is the ultimate platform for production-level projects
and content deployment—combining the power of Mathematica with enhanced
support and development tools to create deliverables based on Wolfram’s Enterprise
Computable Document Format™ (EnterpriseCDF ™) standard.

KEY BENEFITS
▀▀

▀▀

Develop interactive applications and reports that

Deploy production-level projects with 24/7
Enterprise Support for critical issues and get

and update results in real time

project assistance from our experts with bundled
technical service hours

Distribute interactive content to your audience as a
standalone document or embedded in your product
or service via the free Wolfram CDF

▀▀

▀▀

accept arbitrary user input, load proprietary data,

▀▀

Player™

development time with an expanded pool of
kernels supporting multicore computers or clusters

Protect your intellectual property by developing
content that features code encryption, rights
protection, and custom branding

Maximize efficiency in computation and

▀▀

Plus all the benefits of Mathematica, the world’s
ultimate application for computations

Talk to one of our experts
Contact us to learn how you can integrate Mathematica Enterprise Edition into your workflows to
provide colleagues and clients alike with state-of-the-art interactive reports and dynamic applications.

Use Cases for
EnterpriseCDF-Powered
Content
Created exclusively with
Mathematica Enterprise Edition

FREE DISTRIBUTION
Deploy internally or as part of a free product or service
▀▀

▀▀

Create dashboards and interactive

▀▀

reports for managers to use in

into a website with no code

strategic planning

redevelopment required

Perform real-time analytics for

▀▀

what-if sensitivity analysis of

Make Reports Interactive in Real Time

Easily embed interactive documents

Analyze any data, including Excel,
through arbitrary input fields

proprietary data

FOR-PROFIT DISTRIBUTION
Deploy as part of a commercial product or service
▀▀

Create custom reports and

▀▀

interactive applications for clients
▀▀

Rights-protect intellectual property
with code encryption

Employ Dynamic Input Fields in Reports
▀▀

Develop and sell computational

Custom-brand interactive content
and bundle it with a free player

▀▀

Easily map custom UI’s to
computations for quick application
development and deployment

publications with online distribution
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